
Portland is 
Good and Weird 

I hope it stays that way.  
As long as artists like  

Julia Barbee are there, it will. 
STORY & PHOTOS BY WALTER LOCKWOOD

The first time I showed up at her 
gallery/studio/store it was closed. 
Peering through the window I saw a 
kaleidoscope of stylish vintage clothing, 
animal parts and fur, crystals, very 
old photographs, beaten but beautiful 
furniture, non-conventionally sized 
vials and bottles, complex sculptures 
and art work, and a wall of super 
amazing jewelry made with teeth.  
I love bones.
Julia was sitting in the far corner of her store creating 
something by hand while considering another creative 
something on her laptop. She seemed physically small in 
the space yet her presence filled the room and spilled right 
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into the street. I was a little nervous because I could tell I 
was about to engage with someone intense. And she was 
intensely open, descriptive, and charming. We started 
discussing jewelry, fashion, design, and the various 
materials she uses and why. I pointed to the teeth and 
found out that they probably belonged to a horse or a 
mule. Raising her upper lip in a toothy smile, she pointed 
out a jewel fixed permanently to one of her upper front 
incisors. She informed me that she uses teeth in her 
work because of a recent accident she had flying over the 
handlebars of a bicycle and eating a curbside sandwich. 
She smashed her front teeth right out of her head on the 
concrete.

It takes a lot for a photograph to make me recoil. By proxy, 
I’ve seen it all. Well, apparently not. Julia decided to create 
an interactive online post of her experience that included 
pictures of herself immediately after the crash. Bashed 
up and bloodied face, gaping bloody holes where her 

front teeth used to be, x-rays, microscopic photographs 
of roots, and all. Then you will find comparative images 
of other missing tooth related references along with 
artful collages filling the gaps of her missing teeth, replies 
to the online forum, other art constructed with dental 
work, and the actual jewelry she created and wore using 
her own fangs collected from the crash site. You will have 
to ask Julia, but beyond challenging our ideas of what 
“ugly” is, I think this was also therapeutic. And to think 
I’m worried about losing my hair.

I always want to work with the most talented people I 
can find. So naturally, I approached Julia about styling 
a photo shoot in studio. I had a few ideas, but none of 
them were really our ideas. And I wanted Julia’s creative 
machine and styling experience in my photographs. So 
the spit balling began. Obviously, I loved what Julia did 
with her Oral project. Ultimately we landed on another 
of Julia’s creations; perfume. Julia’s perspective is that 
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perfume is “a work of ephemeral sculpture”. Hmmmm… 
perfume as sculpture… how to turn that one into a two 
dimensional image?

Lot’s of bad (and good) ideas ensued. During a jog on a 
spit, sunbeams breaking through clouds, I realized that 
light is like perfume in that it creates form and permeates 
everything. Both light and scent generate feelings, 
moods, experience, and dialogue. So, using Julia’s idea, I 
came up with the notion of dragging my shutter against 
fluorescent tube lighting and strobes to force soft light 
bleeding through a subject.

I rigged up some cheap tube lights to work without fixtures 
and began testing. I am now enough of an electrician to 
burn down your house. Julia was kind enough to come by 
the studio to finalize our plan and stand in for a couple 
test shots. Out came the teeth! LOVE.

We decided on our model, Annie, who is represented by 
MUSE in Portland, and hair and makeup artist Kristina 
Raeleen. Annie had an incredible, classic yet edgy look 
that worked with Julia’s vintage styling and Kristina’s 
clean and sophisticated hair and makeup.

“It takes a lot for a photograph to 
make me recoil. By proxy,  
I’ve seen it all. Well, apparently not.”
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perfume is “a work of 
ephemeral sculpture”
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Sometimes everything just works and people have natural 
chemistry. This shoot happened that way. I think having 
actual perfume in the air really made a difference. As a 
bonus, I was given a bottle of “The Animal in the Moon”, 
which I love, but I’m also partial to “Couple Found Dead 
in the Fragrance Hotel”. I
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